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INTRODUCTION 

Since Ising proposed in 1925 a simple model for the investi¬ 

gation of ferromagnetism, there has been considerable interest in 

calculating theoretically the thermodynamic properties of disordered 

binary lattices. Most of this work has been done on the Ising model: 

the energy of interaction of two atoms is assumed to be zero if they 

are not nearest neighbors. If they are nearest neighbors, it has 

some value determined by the types of the two atoms. All effects 

depending on displacements of the atoms from their equilibrium sites 

are disregarded; thus no allowance can be made for vibrational 

effects. 

This model leads to a very simple solution in one dimension.^ 

In two dimensions, the thermodynamic properties can in principle be 

derived exactly for a 50-50 mole percent mixture, but only through 

3 
extremely involvod computations. Not even a formal solution has 

so far been written for a three-dimensional system, though sevoral 

3 
approximate techniques are available. The two principal approx¬ 

imate methods are the "Bragg-Wiliiams" approach, in which the energy 

of a configuration of the system is considered to be a function only 

of the long-range order, and the "Quasi-chemical" approach, in which 

one writes the correct expression for the energy of each possible 

configuration of the lattice, but then uses the wrong combinatorial 

factor for suraaing over them. These two techniques are discussed 

in detail in Appendix B. 



Efforts have been cade in recent years to include the effects 

of vibrational interactions in these treatments, or to produce 

the vibrational spectrum of disordered lattices, from which the 

vibrational partition function could be calculated.^ Independent 

7 S 9 
of these considerations, Kikuchi, Prigogine, and Longuet-Higgins 

have presented exact solutions for the thermodynamic properties of 

one-dimansionai binary systems with fairly general nearest-neighbor 

interactions. The method of Prigogine and Longuet-Higgins has been 

adapted in this paper for treatment of the vibrational behavior of 

an alloy. It is unfortunate that these methods all depend on 

properties of the one-dimensional system that have no analogues 

in two or three dimensions. 

5 
Booth and Rowlinson have corrected the Quasi-chemical approach 

to allow for inclusion of vibrational effects, by assuming that the 

vibrational behavior of an atom in a lattice is determined solely 

by its nearest neighbors and, furthermore, is dependent only upon 

the numbers of atoms of the two species present among the first 

aearest neighbors, and not upon their positions relative to it. 

Having made this assumption, one applies the "regular solution" 

approximation that the vibrational partition function of each atom 

is a linear function of the fraction of unlike nearest neighbors 

among its nearest neighbors. With these assumptions, it is possible 

to include the vibrational effects in the Quasi-chemical treatment. 

Fitting an energy parameter so as to get the correct temperature of 

the transformation, one can, in the case of 3 -brass, get a better 



prediction of the value of the discontinuity in the heat capacity 

than in available from an uncorrected Quasi-chemical procedure. 

The scope of the present work is this: the Booth-Rcwlinson 

approach to the vibrational problem might be a very valuable aid 

in investigating the thermodynamic behavior of alloys* especially 

as the assumption that the vibrational behavior of each atom is 

determined primarily by its nearest neighbors and hence that the 

vibrational behavior of the whole lattice can be approximated by 

a study of the vibrational behavior of single atoms in their en¬ 

vironments, need not be coupled with the Quasi-chemical approach. 

However, there is 3ome question as to whether the Booth-Rowlinoon 

method is really good per so. or whether it merely shuffles all 

the error into the curve-fitting parameter which is used to get 

the correct transition temperature. 

Accordingly, a one-dimensional binary alloy has bean investi¬ 

gated using both the Booth-Rowlinson vibrational procedure com¬ 

bined with a Monte Carlo sampling procedure, and an exact procedure 

after Longuet-Higgins. In the present adaptation of the Booth- 

Rowlinson procedure, however, there is no adjustable constant. A 

definite set of interatomic potentials is selected, approximating 

a mixture of Cu and Ag atoms, and the frequencies of vibration of 

atoms in the various possible environments are calculated, on the 

assumption that each atom vibrates under the influence of its first 

nearest neighbors only, which interact as if they were fixed. 
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EXACT ONE-DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS 

la the following section, a Laplace transform procedure is 

used to obtain a fundamental thermodynamic equation of state for 

a binary alloy with fairly general nearest-neighbor interactions. 

In Appendix E, the results are specialized to the particular 

potential function used in the present problem. All results in 

the present section are implied in the work of Prigogine* and 

2 
Longuet-Higgins, except for the application of the method to the 

specialized potential. 

Consider (N+2) point-mass atoms located on the X-axis, and 

constrained to move in the X-direction only. These will be num¬ 

bered serially in the X-direction 0, 1, 2 N+l. The zeroth 

atom is considered to be fixed at the point x =* 0, and the (N-M)th 

at x = L; the coordinate of the ith atom will be designated by x^. 

The atoms are of two types; there is a mole fraction § of type 1 

atom3, end a mole fraction 1 - § of type 2 atoms. It is assumed 

that the potential energy of interaction of atoms numbered i and 

j is zero unless |i-j| = 1, in which case it is given by 

UEf, whore atom i is of type k and atom j is of type 1. 

It is not felt necessary to distinguish between the subscript k 

indicating the type of atom and Boltzmann's constant. 



The total potential energy of the system can evidently be 

written: 

(1.1) 

A/+1 

E ~ kT J~ -fKl 
J=i 

Furthermore, if Dj, is the internal partition function of an 

-1 1/2 
atom of type It and tnj,. its mass, and if Lk = h (2rmkT) , the 

partition function of the system is given by: 

(1.2) 
a fW 1 

Lx) 

where: 

(I - 7 ■ if r 5 '<> 

The sum over S denotes a sum over all possible configurational 

states of the system; that is, over all orderings of the atoms on 

the lattice sites. 

In each term in the sum over S, the position of each atom in 

the chain, say that numbered j, is restricted by the requirement 

:tj+l Xj 'y sj-i» for, were this not so, the state in question 

would correspond to another ordering of the atoms and hence 



different state in the sum. Hence (1.3) cun be revritten: 

e kT Jx, 

Furthermore, it can be seen that all states in the sum over 

S differing only by the interchange of identical atoms will make 

equal contributions!, so the sum over S can be replaced by a sum 

over S’, the distinguishable states of the system, if every term 

in S* is counted (S (H+2)) 1 ((l-$ )(H*2)) 5 times. Hence (1.2) 

can be written: 

(1.5) 

Ur Jx, 

Using the expression (1.1) for the energy of the system, this 

leads to: 

In (1.6), the indices k and 1 on each f function are determined 

by the value of S’; i.e., the ordering of the atoms on the line. 

Equation (1.6) is in the form of a sum over multiple Stieltjes 

3 
convolutions. The convolution of two functions, g and h» is 



defined as 

It is readily shown'* that g*h =» h*g and that, if ^(£) is 

defined by 

also for multiple convolutions. 

In a constant pressure ensemble it can be showa^ that; 

Before applying this formula to (1.6), it seems desirable 

to establish some notation. Let the total number of nearest- 

neighbor pairs of like atoms of type one be Uj^, that of like 

atoms of type 2 be that of unlike atoms be •*-£ can 

be easily seen that, neglecting end effects, 

Using this notation and equation (1.7), an expression for 

the Gibbs free energy of the system can be had from (1.6): 

& s& 

(1.7) 0 kT = Ji¬ 

lt 

It is also desirable to use the notation: 



For sufficiently long chains* (1.3) will hold and (1.9) can 

be rewritten: K, <>'/> 

(I.10) 

Or: 

(1.10a) 

where 

In the limit of an infinitely long chain* this sum can be 

5 
approximated by its largest term. This process is discussed in 

detail in Appendix C. This analysis shows that* in the present 

case* the maximum term corresponds to: 

(i.u) 
M 

It has now been shown that* in the limit of large N, 

(1.12) e --(¥)(¥) 
g(tJV/) being the multiplicity of 

the maximum-term state. 

Inserting the value of g("tAs/ ) from the exact Ising treatment* 

one obtains the formal solution of the problem: 



(1.13) 
Nk 

j 

5 

From this, it is readily seen that 

(i.M) v.- -S'3f. Q-lhfjz 
N F, DS F,t 3-S 

These are the basic expressions used in the solution of the 

problem. As noted above, the generation of the transform functions 

is carried out in Appendix E; the final numerical expressions 

used are contained in Appendix E. 

1: I. Prigogine: op.cit. 
2: II. Longuet-Higginsi op.cit. 
3: G. Doetsch: Theorie und Anwendunn der Laplace-Transformation. 

Springer, Berlin, 1937. 
4: a .A. Sack: Molecular Physics. 2, 8 (1950). 
5: T. Iiill: Introduction to Statistical Thermodynamics, Addison- 

Wesley, Hex? York, 1960. See especially Appendix II. 



STATISTICAL MECHANICAL FORMULATION 

FOR THE MONTE CARLO CALCULATION 

The model of an alloy under consideration will aw be in¬ 

vestigated by means of statistical mechanics, using a Canonical 

ensemble approach. 

The energy Is considered to be the 3um of two terms: Ec, the 

interaction energy of the atoms at rest on their lattice sites, 

which is a function of S', the vector specifying the ordering of 

the atoms on the X-axis, and E^, the energy due to their displace¬ 

ments from the minimum-energy positions. This is a function of a 

vector R, which Is taken as specifying the displacements of all 

the atoms from their equilibrium sites. It is assumed that the 

probability of finding the system in one of the states in S' is 

given by a Boltzmann distribution, which is justifiable since 

they are distinguishable configurations of particles of such a 

size as to be macroscopic as far as most quantum effects are con¬ 

cerned . 

The average energy, E, can be written: 

Where S', being a set of discrete vectors, must be summed 

over, but E>, a continuously variable vector, may be integrated 

over. In this expression, 

(II. 1) 

where 



%a this expression, values of I\ in a term corresponding to 

80120 value of S’ arcs restricted to those congietent with the order¬ 

ing specified by S’. 

Butt since EQ is not a function of R, 

(ii.3) E ~ Y_ B°^ 

£ 6 
KT ST JR 

- iL2 
fcr JR+ / e 

s' 

B, 

W* kT 

(II 

g £_o 

.4) E = c"7 EjriakU'1* . c-'l;* (£,(*) 
V J 

E 
'ekr JK 

Hoto that /Z 
I £(>•) = [ e/* JR 

<2. 

where Q (s') = 
. 
f. 

e kT <td 

assuming a Boltsmann distribution 
for the displacemento. 

let (l\S)-- 
£-L'' _ I* <2(0 
ter 

(II.5) £ ~ 

(II. 5a) 

K- . s -^s‘) -« y 

Cl2L£°(S e C £-r 
jEa   . N 
kT
 £"v.i/5^ 

^ C 

-U(l') 

s' 

But: 

(£1.6) C ~ / e 
^ L' "JR 

S* 
5* 

•tT _ 



In essence, the above argument has established U as the 

weighting factor for averaging the total energy over possible 

configurational states. 

By an argument similar to that above, it can be seen that 

(IX.7) (if = Z c + 

A Monte Carlo procedure was designed to sample the possible 

states of the system in such a fashion that, as the number of 

samplings became indefinitely large, the average of the energy 

over the states sampled would approach the correct ensemble 

average.* It can be seen that a suitable transition-probability 

matrix can be formulated as follows: Given the state jL, let a 

state be. selected differing from jL by the interchange of two 

randomly chosen atoms. If the new state has an energy less than 

or equal to that of state jL, let the transition probability be 

one; if it has an energy greater than that of the ith state, let 

the transition probability be exp (”Unew + U^). 

The transition probabilities were handled in this fashion: 

exp (-Unew + U^) was formed and compared with a random fraction 

generated by a pseudo-random-nutnber generator of very large cycle. 

The transition was made if the fraction wa3 large r; if the fraction 

were smaller, the new state was taken to be identical to the old, 

and the process was repeated. The ergodicity of this game has 



3 
already been investigated. It will obviously satisfy the re- 

4 
strictions of the transition probability matrix if the states of 

the system indeed obey a Boltzmann probability distribution. The 

energy, and the number of nearest neighbor bonds, are calculated 

for each state sampled and averaged directly. The square of the 

energy is also averaged. 

It is shown in Appendix D that 

It was intended to calculate this from the averages formed. 

However, by mistake a related fluctuation quantity Kv was calcu¬ 

lated. This is discussed in detail in the section on the results. 

1: 
2: 
3: 

Appendix B 

J. Moshman: J. Ass. Comp. Mach., JL, 88 (1955). 

J. Ehrman, L. Fosdiclc, D. Handscomb: J. Math. Physics 

1, 547 (1960). 
J 



RESULTS 

The exact one-dimensional analysis produced the volume per 

atom of the one-dimsnstonal chain as a function of the reduced 

pressure. It was difficult to select a precise reduced pressure 

to correspond to the volume used in the Monte Carlo calculations, 

as V is a rather slowly varying function of pressure. It is felt 

that the values of the pressure selected as corresponding to the 

preselected volume are correct at least in order of magnitude, 

and probably have one significant figure. Corresponding to the 

reduced pressure selected at each temperature, the Gibbs free 

energy relative to the separated atoms by infinite distances was 

calculated. 

The Monte Carlo scheme computes properly, using the 

proper weighting factor. However, this is the only average from 

the Monte Carlo procedure which permits of a simple interpretation. 

The energy given by the Monte Carlo procedure is a hybrid energy, 

given by the relation: 

(XIX. 1) 
hr 

+ _ Ni£u _ N/p 
kr UT l*r ur ” 

For each state in the chain, this is the aero-displacement 

energy of configurational interaction, plus the average of the 

excess energy due to vibrational motion. Unfortunately, the 

excess energy due to vibrational motion is represented by In Q, 

which is the excess Helmholts energy due to vibration. This is 



purely the result of a mistake on the part of the calculator, and 

was quite unnecessary. 

As a result of this error, the fluctuations in U which we 

do not represent a common thermodynamic variable and are used 

solely to give an estimate of the convergence of the Monte Carlo 

chain. 

The following procedure was followed to reconcile the results 

of the two procedures: The expression for the total entropy of the 

system was gotten from the exact solution by taking the derivative 

of G with respect to T. This expression, which is too involved to 

be reproduced here but which is readily obtained by application of 

the chain rule to (1.13), remembering that s is a function of T 

at fixed pressure, divides rather conveniently into a term of the 

form fe.5 US ■+ kll“0 |viO-£) » which obviously corresponds to 

the ideal entropy of mixing, plus a term of more involved form in 

the interactions. The latter term, in turn, can be separated into 

a term dependent only upon zero-point interactions, plus another 

correction which vanishes if the springs are all made infinitely 

stiff so as to preclude vibrational motion. The term in zero-point 

interactions might be identified as a "configurational entropy 

correction" and the term dependent on spring constants as a "vibra¬ 

tional entropy correction." Fortunately, both corrections were neg¬ 

ligible in the two higher-temperature cases; it was felt necessary 

to include the configurational term in the 10° case. 



Thus tho Gibbs energy from the exact solution was reduced to 

a font comparable to the Honte Carlo energy by the subtraction of 

l5lEll 4 K£E£2 - This reduction was chosen instead of 

running Monte Carlo procedures on the two pure components and get* 

ting the actual energy of raising oo it would be experimentally 

observed for a reason* the purpose of this calculation is to deter* 

mine the value of the Booth-Rcuiinaon approximation. It was felt 

that aa effort should be made to apply this approximation in only 

one place; if it wore applied to the pure metals as well, errors 

due to the application of this approximation to the alloy might be 

"washed out" by similar errors made in the some calculation in the 

pure metal, leading to false agreement of results. There is no 

evidence that this would e>ccur; but, in the process as used, it 

cannot occur. 

No numbers were derived from the Monte Carlo calculation 

which could be compared to the heat capacity obtained from the 

Isin3 and oxact solutions. 



RESULTS OF EXACT CUE DIMENSIONAL SOLUTION 

0 a p , cm 
w 

8 
-1x10 

6 
-1x10 

4 
-1x10 

-1x102 

~l:s; 

-lxio’2 

-4 
-1^10 

•4 
1:;10 

lxio’2 

0 
1x10 

2 
1x10 

IxlO4 

5 
1x10 

6 
1x10 

7 
1x10 

8 
1x10 

9 
1x10 

T « 30 Degrees K. 

V, cccclO® 
H 

3.02107 

3.00010 

2.99989 

2.99909 

2.99989 

2.99989 

2.99989 

2.99989 

2.99989 

2.99989 

2.99989 

2.99989 

2.99987 

2.99968 

2.99777 

2.97871 

2.78808 

Sl2 
n 

.51100 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51099 

.51100 

.51158 

The approximate s corresponding to V = 3.0000x10 cm. is-5x10 cm. 
H 



n 

RESULTS OF BRACT ONE ‘DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION 

T = 300 Degrees It. 

-l 
=» p , era 
W 

V, CC5XlOS 

t? 
—12 
13 

-lxlO8 3.21168 .49421 

-1K10
6 3.00201 .49415 

-lxlO4 2.99991 .49415 

-lxlO2 2.99989 .49415 

-1 2.99989 .49415 

-lxlO"2 2.99909 .49415 

-lxlO"4 2.99989 .49415 

lxio’4 2.99989 .49415 

lxlO*2 2.99989 .49415 

1 2.99989 .49415 

lxlO2 2.99989 .49415 

lxlO4 2.99987 .49415 

lxlO5 2.99968 .49415 

1x10 8 2.99777 .49415 

lxlO7 2.97871 .49415 

XxlOS 2.78810 .49421 

•8 4 *1 
The approximates corresponding to V « 3*0000x10 cm. is -5x10 cm. 

U 



RESULTS OF EXACT ONE DIMENSIONAL CALCULATION 

T = 900 Degrees K. 

fe’ CQ’1 
V, cmxiO8 

gl2 kr N N 

1::108 3.63526 .49339 

■lxlO6 3.00650 .49322 

■lKlO* 3.00022 .49322 

•lxlO2 3.00016 .49322 

1 3.00016 .49322 

lxlO”2 3.00016 .49322 

IxiO*4 3.00016 .49322 

lxlO*4 3.00016 .49322 

1x10"2 3.00016 .49322 

l 3.00016 .49322 

lxio2 3.00016 .49322 

1x10^ 3.00009 .49322 

lxlO5 2.99952 .49322 

1x10 8 2.99381 .49322 

lxlO7 2.93671 .49322 

lxlO8 2.36844 .49339 

•8 4 - 
The approximate s corresponding to V o 3x10 cm. is 5x10 cm. 

N 



MONTE CARLO RESULTS T = 30° KELVIN 

Number of Trials Averaged over Mean deviation of 

(octal) last 10,000 trials 1,000 trial aver* 

ages from 10,000 
trial average 

10,000 20.302 .383 

20,000 20.132 .542 

30,000 20.214 .223 

40,000 20.539 .430 

50,000 20.448 .157 

60,000 20.220 .630 

70,000 20.584 .290 

100,000 20.314 .388 

110,000 20.420 .256 

120,000 20.621 .557 

130,000 20.238 .361 

Average over 130,000 trials <=» 20.374. 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 130,000 trial 

average = .136. 



ID1TTE CARLO RESULTS T * 30° KBLVXB 

Humber of Trials 
(octal) 

10,000 

20,000 

30.000 

40.000 

50.000 

60,000 

70,000 

100,000 

110,000 

120,000 

130,000 

E Averaged over 
IsT 

last 10,000 trials 

-12.757 

-12.606 

-12.656 

-12.849 

-12.794 

-12.659 

-12.876 

-12.714 

-12.780 

-12.897 

-12.669 

Mean deviation of 
1,000 trial aver¬ 
ages from 10,000 

trial average 

.234 

.323 

.133 

.255 

.205 

.375 

.250 

.232 

.150 

.333 

.189 

Average over 130,000 trials o -12.751. 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 130,000 trial 

average « .111. 



l'KJSXE CARLO RESULTS T = 30* K8LVIK 

Humber of Trials Ky Averaged over 

(octal) ^ 
last 10,000 trials 

10,000 3.082 

20,000 3.304 

30,000 2.890 

40,000 2.687 

50,000 3.016 

60,000 3.072 

70,000 3.258 

100,000 3.489 

110,000 3.174 

120,000 2.438 

130,000 3.161 

Average over 130,000 trials =» 3.052. 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 

Mean deviation of 

1,000 trial aver¬ 

ages from 10,000 
trial average 

.704 

.353 

.311 

.389 

.228 

.384 

.400 

.888 

.227 

.414 

.470 

130,000 trial 

average = .214 



LI/IJTE CARLO RESULTS FOR 300® KELVEl 

Number of Trials 
(octal) 

Averaged over 
K 
lost 10,000 trials 

Mean deviation of 
10,000 trial aver 
ages from 100,000 

trial average 

10,000 20.280 .448 

20,000 20.328 .515 

30,000 20.066 .240 

40,000 20.237 .252 

50,000 20.350 .477 

60,0G0 20.527 .379 

70,000 20.181 .397 

100,000 20.446 .436 

110,000 20.098 .279 

Average over 100,000 trials « 20.279. 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 100,000 trial 

average a .134. 



MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR 300° KELVIN 

Number of Trials 
(octal) 

E Averaged over 
kT 
last 10,000 trials 

Mean deviation of 
1,000 trial aver¬ 
ages from 10Q000 

trial average 

10,000 -1.2696 .0270 

20,000 -1.2723 .0251 

30,000 -1.2567 .0143 

40,000 -1.2668 .0126 

50,000 -1.2736 .0284 

60,000 -1.2842 .0226 

70,000 -1.2635 .0226 

100,000 -1.2794 .0260 

110,000 -1.2585 .0167 

Average ovor 100,000 trials = -1.2694. 

Kean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 100,000 trial 

average = .0043. 



warn CASIO RESULTS FOR 3CO° KELVIH 

Number of Trials 
(octal) 

Ky Averaged over 

10,000 trials 

Mean deviation of 
1,000 trial aver* 
ages from 10,000 

trial average 

10,000 .03217 .00702 

20,000 .03345 .00577 

30,000 .03308 .01386 

40,000 ;C3328 .00419 

50,000 .02274 .00363 

60,000 .03439 .00756 

70,000 .03566 .00460 

100,000 .02990 .00492 

110,000 .02815 .00419 

Average over 100,000 trials = .031425 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 100,000 trial 

average = .00245. 



MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR 900° KELVIN 

Number of Trials 
(octal) 

E Averaged over 
ir 

10,000 trials 

Mean deviation of 
1,000 trial aver¬ 
ages from 10,000 

trial average 

10,000 -.42320 .00887 

20,000 -.42409 .01250 

30,000 -.41888 .00477 

40,000 -.42228 .00502 

50,000 -.42462 .00907 

60,000 -.42483 .00664 

70,000 -.42255 .01050 

100,000 -.42301 .00705 

Average over 100,000 trials =» .42293. 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 100,000 trial 

average = .00128. 



MONTE CARLO RESULTS FOR 900° KELVIN 

Number of Trials 

(octal) 

Averaged over 

10,000 trials 

Mean deviation of 
averages over 1,000 
trials from average 
over 10,G0G trials 

10,000 20.283 .446 

20,000 20.327 .516 

30,000 20.065 .240 

40,000 20.237 .252 

50,000 20.354 .433 

60,000 20.365 .333 

70,000 20.250 .530 

100,000 20.241 .427 

Average over 100,000 trials = 20.265* 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 100,000 trial 

average ■ .0518. 



MDl'TTE CARLO RESULTS FOR 900° KELVIN 

Number of Trials 

(octal) 

Ky Averaged over 

\ 
10,000 trials 

Mean deviation of 
1,000 trial aver¬ 
ages from 10,000 

trial average 

10,000 .003574 .000780 

20,000 .003716! .000641 

30,000 .003424 .000325 

40,000 .003587 .000465 

50,000 .003250 .000657 

60,000 .003694 .000905 

70,000 .003704 .000369 

100,000 .003656 .000524 

Average over 100,000 trials = .003576. 

Mean deviation of 10,000 trial averages from 100,000 trial 

average = .000120. 



COMPARISON OP RESULTS : N12 

1 

This is the average ratio of ncareot neighbor bonds 

to the total number of atoms. 

Temperature 30® 300® 900® 

Enact Ioing Solution .6449 .5213 .5000 

Monte Carlo Solution .5094 .5070 .5066 

Enact Solution due to 
Longu- e t.-Higgins .5110 .4942 .4932 



COMPARISON OP RESULTS 

ENERGIES 

Temperature, Degrees K. Iaing 

E 
NkT 

Monte Carlo Exact 

30 - .3848 -.3188 -.04007 

300 -.03111 -.03173 -.0257 

900 -.009945 -.01057 -.00538 

Temperature, Degrees 

HEAT CAPACITIES 

K, Isins 

\ 

Monte Carlo Exact 

30 .12762 3.052 .08832 

300 .01332 .0314 .003357 

900 .00878 .003576 .003140 



AUXILIARY DATA 

3L 

Tempcrature, Degrees &. Probability of making transition 
to another distinguishable state 
on each of the first 100 trials 

30 .38 

900 .49 

The following averages were obtained from Monte Carlo scheme 

altered so as to take no account of vibrational effects. The 

averages are taken over the first 10,000 (octal) trials and 

the quantities in parentheses are the mean deviations of 

1,000 trial averages from the 10,000 trial overage. 

Quantity 30° 300* 900° 

«12 
N 

.5626 (.012) .5180 (.0096) .5017 (.0110) 

E 
NkT 

-.3350 (.008) -.0310 (.0006) -.0102 (.0002) 

% 2.78 (.70) .025 (.007) .006 (.001) 
Klc 



CONCLUSIONS 

It is unfortunate that an incorrect fluctuation variable was 

chosen; however, it appears that sorea conjectures con be made from 

the results. 

First of all, the Booth-Rowlinson approximation is basically 

a high-temperature approximation* and it should not be surprising 

that the results should be markedly better for the high-tcmperature 

cases than for the low-temperature case. As has been remarked, 

this method essentially approximates the vibration spectrum by its 

optical branch, and would be expected to lead to incorrect results 

at lot; temperatures, where the vibrational behavior of the system 

would be determined by the acoustical branch. 

One may still enquire whether the errors in the results are 

due to failings in the Booth-Rowlinson approximation, or in the 

potential function used, or in the Monte Carlo scheme itself. First 

of all, the potential function is not to blame: the results may not 

reproduce the physical system Cu-Ag, but that is a separate question: 

the same potential function has been used throughout this work, and 

the question is whether the Monte Carlo scheme reproduces the prop¬ 

erties of the pseudo-Cu-Ag alloy in question, which are represented 

exactly (for the purposes of this argusant) by the exact one-dimen¬ 

sional analysis. 

Examination of the auxiliary data tables suggests that the 

Monte Carlo scheme is satisfactory in the two high-temperature cases. 



One should be hesitant about drawing conclusions from runs of only 

109000 trials, but it is noteworthy that the runs without vibrational 

analysis are in all cases much closer to the exact Ising results than 

the Monte Carlo results. It appears that in the two high-temperacure 

cases the cause of the errors lies in the Booth-Rowlinson approxi¬ 

mation itself, and it seems reasonable to conclude that this approxi¬ 

mation does not satisfactorily reproduce the correct results at the 

temperatures at which most ordering processes take place, at least 

in situations comparable to the one investigated. Without further 

studies, if is not felt that one can conclude that this is true for 

all alloy systems. 

In the low-temperature case the Monte Carlo results without 

vibrational interaction fail to agree significantly with the exact 

Ising results, although they do appear to tend toward this value. 

It is not easy to attribute the difficulties at the 1ow temperature 

to a single cause. It was thought at one time that the trouble lay 

in nonconvergence of the Monte Carlo scheme due to the system’s 

reaching one state of quite low energy and having, owing to the 

also of IcT, essentially no probability of getting out of it. This 

would slow convergence radically, but without seriously increasing 

the statistical spread of the data. Thi3 has not been verified, 

but the results in the auxiliary data table lend sons support to 

this conje.ctura; if must be noted that many of the transitions made 

during the first hundred trials represent substantial decreases of 

configurational energy, and the difference in transition probability 



of about .1 mat represent considerable difficulty in the system's 

making a transition to a state with even slightly higher energy. 

The "transition probability" referred to in this section is not a 

Markov-chain transition probability but represents the probability 

that the Monte Carlo games would, on one trial, make a transition 

to a distinguishable state. A strong argument against this conjecture 

is this: that in the case where the vibrational analysis is blanked 

off, if this were indeed the situation, one would expect the system 

to rapidly approach the state of minimum energy (with a large number 

of un like-neighbor bonds) and then remain there, with essentially 

zero scatter in the data from there on. This is not observed. 

From the information available, it appears that the best con¬ 

clusion can be made is this: that there seems reason to expect 

trouble from the Monte Casio scheme at lot? temperatures but that, in 

light of the apparently satisfactory behavior of the Monte Carlo 

scheme at high temperatures, the low-temperature error will be 

provisionally attributed to the Booth-Rowlinson approximation. 

One word in passing seems appropriate concerning the Ising 

results. The energy from the Ising calculations is not strictly 

comparable to the other energies, due to the presence in them of a 

vibrational-entropy term. However, this appears to be negligible 

in all cases. 

In conclusion, it is felt that the results presented here 

strongly suggest that the Booth-Rowlinson approximation is unsatis¬ 

factory throughout the temperature range considered. 



Append!:: A 

APPROXIMATE THEORETICAL TREATMENTS 

Two theoretical treatments of the statistical mechanics of 

disordered lattices, neglecting the dependence of the vibrational 

partition function on the arrangement of the atoms on the sites, 

have had SOCKS success in two- and three-dimensional problems. Of 

course, since the one-dimensional Ising problem can be solved 

exactly, they have no immediate relevance to this work; it is, 

however, felt that they are necessary to get a better insight into 

the Booth-Rowiinson treatment. 

Before proceeding further x*dth a discussion of the Bragg- 

Williams and Quasi-Chemical methods, a discussion of order parameters 

seems desirable. Consider a binary alloy. In a state of perfect 

order the atoms of one kind (type 1) will occupy one subset of the 

lattice sites, called Sublattice A; those of the other type will 

occupy the remaining lattice sites, which will be designated as 

belonging to Sublattice B. Then the "Long-range Order Parameter" 

S can be defined as the excess of type 1 atoms on A sites over that 

expected for a completely random crystal; this is readily shown to 

be equal to the same ratio for type 2 atoms on B sites. Generally, 

for mathematical convenience, this is expressed in slightly dif¬ 

ferent form, by dividing the number of type 1 atom3 on A sites in 

excess of the number for a purely random arrangement by the number 

for a purely random arrangement. Then the two quantities derived 

no longer are equal, but have a more obvious physical interpretation 



22 -3 
(It might> for instance, not bo obvious whether S = 3.78 x 10 cm 

were a high or low degree of ordering). 

This is clearly not a complete specification of the degree 

of ordering; a crystal could have a very considerable tendency for 

type 1 atoms to clump around type 2 atoms and still have very little 

order in this sense. Accordingly, one could ask what a complete 

set of order parameters are, in the sense that specifying them 

completely specifies the macroscopically observable properties of 

the crystal. Consider the set P(j,3*,k,r,s) where P(j,j',U,r,s) 

is the probability that if a given site of the rth sublattice is 

occupied by a type j atom, its kth nearest neighbors on the sth 

sublattice are of type j’. This set of parameters has the advant¬ 

age that it is readily extended to more couples: alloys.*- An 

extended discussion of ouch parameters would constitute too lengthy 

a digression; it is worthwhile noting that they describe both short 

and long range order. 

In the Bragg-Williams approximation to the Ising treatment, 

the configurational partition function for the lattice (from which 

the vibrational partition function con, in this approximation, be 

factored) is separated into a sum over values of the long-range 

order parameter S; the term corresponding to each value of S is 

the sum of partition-function terms corresponding to this S: 

Co 

S s-w^ 



Bragg and Williams not; used, for each 8, an averaged inter¬ 

action energy:        

UJ (5) = M|(S-> £»/ + WI3L(*) E>2.+ ^2.(S)£Z2. 

The are sitaple unweighted averages over ail configurations 

of given S. It eon bo shown that, for a lattice consisting of the 

two oublatuiceo A and B9 cohere each site on lattice A has Z nearest 

neighbors on lattice B, W„ = izjvO-s1)*, 

A/(2XlXJ.-+2-xitsV 

In the above ejq>resoionc» is used for the taolo fraction of 

atoES of type i» and II for the total number of sites# 

uKs) - &(X,1 £„ - £x.+ 2 *• + A/2r X'lsJ 
Then 

Where 
en~e^x) 

Wts) -W. + a*X'S'T 

The degeneracy factor g(S) can readily be evaluated from 
3 

combinatorial analysis; it hog the fonts: 

Ci^! 

[ix,W(HS)J![iw IH- ‘.s3! f^x,(.-*)]! fi"OV-W]! 

With this fomilation, ono is in a position to apply the 

nsa-iitsum term procedure in a fashion parallel to the enact one1 



dimensional Isin5 treatment. Application of this procedure to 

real three-dimensional alloys predicts a sharp drop in the long 

range order at one temperature, accompanied by an anomaly in the 

specific heat curve; but it predicts a discontinuity less than 

that observed experimentally, in the cases where it has been applied. 

In the Quasi-Chemical approximation, one improves on this by 

5 
using a better approach to the dependence on order of the energy. 

The above treatment essentially assumed that P(j,j *,lc,r,s) was 

not a function of k. 

Let P(1,1,1,1,2) = P; let a fraction fa of the sites on sub¬ 

lattice A be occupied by type 1 atoms, and a fraction fjj of the 

sites on sublattice B. Then, using for mole fractions again, 

Nn = i2N(i+Vw*p) 

Hence one can write _ . _ ^ _D 

tu(p; 
-2-/VX, £^ 

where r- 
J — £rt4 ^ IX, 

Thus one can write for the partition function; 



However, there is now no simple expression for the degeneracy 

factor G(fa,P). 

The approximation in this procedure is introduced at this 

point: there are four possible sorts of nearest neighbor pairs 

between a type j atom on sublattice r and a type j' atom on sub* 

lattice s. It is assumed that G(fa,P) is proportional to the 

number of ways the 1/2NZ total pairs in the lattice can be divided 

into these four groups; i.e., 

h(4) 
fi'VZ] 

fitJ2-kO-p)] l[xW2f«P]! [i Hi 
V 

This is inexact; it is, in fact, equivalent to assuming that 

all the pairs in the lattice are independent entities. It allows 

for instance, the same site to be part both of a 1*1 pair and a 

2-2 pair. This is corrected for, to some extent, by the use of a 

proportional fudge factor h(fa), which is determined by the re* 

quirement that each sublattice contains only the given number of 

atoms of each type: 

J 

t 

Q]1 [id!  
[iHk] ![i [ff4] ![^(i-f<j]! 

G(fa,P) is now replaced by G(fa,P*), where P* is the most 

probable value for given fa. Then G(fa,P*) = G(ffl) in the limit 

of a large system (by the maximum-term technique), which is given 

by the above expression. Evaluating h(fa), one gets an involved 

expression. 



Application of the maximum-term method to the sum over f_ now 
o 

leads to the expression from which the method gets its name: 

The numerator of the left hand side is the product of the 

number of type 1 atoms on sublattice A minus the number of type 2 

atoms on sublattice B times the number of type 2 atoms on A minus 

the number of type 1 atoms on B. The denominator is the product 

of the number of type 1 atoms on A minus the number of type 1 atoms 

on B times the number of type 2 atoms on A minus the number of 

type 2 atoms on B. Hence, it has the general form of an equi¬ 

librium constant. 

The quasi-chemical method gives no qualitatively different 

results from the Bragg-Williams, but does seem to give a somewhat 

better fit to experiment. It is not obvious that it is a better 

approximation, since the improvement derived from the use of a 

formulation giving the correct answer were the distribution func¬ 

tion correct might be cancelled out by the use of an inexact dis¬ 

tribution function. One can see the improvement a little more 

clearly, perhaps, if one realizes that both methods involve re¬ 

garding independent entities as being in the smoothed-out field 

of the other sites, occupied in a random manner. The difference 

is, that whereas Bragg and Williams regarded single sites as the 

entities, in the quasi-chemical method the independent entities 

are pairs of sites. 



Booth and Sowlinson have attempted to include the effects 

of vibrations in the quasi-chemical method. They treated spec¬ 

ifically ^ -brass, a 50 mole percent alloy of Zn and Cu, in whose 

ordered state all type 1 atoms occupy sites on sublattice A and 

all typa 2 atoms sites on sublattice B. Consider a state in which 

Nf^ type 1 atoms are on sites of sublattice A, and there are ZHs 

nearest neighbor pairs of type 1 atone altogether. In the nearest- 

neighbor approximation, one can write 

E - A/?£a- Ns*T-tr£(R) 

where J = 2Ej^ “&n ~^22* E(R) is the energy due to displace¬ 

ments of the atoms. To the approximation in which the energy can 

be written as a sum of two-body potentials, K(R) for any given 

atom can bo written as the sum of interactions with type 1 atoms 

on lattice A, type 2 atone on A, typo 1 atoms on B, and type 2 

The approximation will be the treatment of the motion of each 

atom as isolated in the smoothed-out field of the other atoms. The 

coupling of vibrations is neglected entirely. 

In the following, R will be the displacement vector from the 

equilibrium lattice site of an atom of type l to its actual pos¬ 

ition. Suppose the atom under consideration, the ith in the lattice, 



u 

has Zw^ nearest neighbors of opposite type. The classical partition 

function for its motion near its site is: 

S JT 

The integration is carried out only over the Wigner-Seitz 

cell surrounding the atom, since it will in all probability be 

confined to this, but there is no reason not to extend it at will. 

The partition function is, accordingly: 

l £$(NAf) 
NiTs'] -TTJH ■ TTJMI ■ 

« f 
4. 

2. 

6 is a combinatory factor. are functions of volume and 

the j(wj) are functions of volume and temperature. 

Now, paralleling the theory of regular solutions,^ it is 

assumed that |n j T* -t -a. 

o 

etc. 

a a b b 
The J0, Jp JQ, are yet to be specified. It is apparent, 

since j is independent of long range order, that they are independ- 

a b a b 
ent of the choice of sublattice, and hence JQ = JQ, = Jp 

From the definition of Wp 

J\)t *jy>S = 
N^~S) Y~ } W(L = A/£/-f-*) 

(•-/ J =i K=l 



Hence one can write 

a- 2^ 

Where 

* r . il KT^T,® 7’= T*VII,'(TIJ‘) 
£„**,» *- ' ’ 3 'T« / 

Thus, the effect of including lattice vibrations in this fashion 

is to replace E12 and J by the primed quantities. The further eval¬ 

uation of Q depends on the selection of a weighting factor. In fact, 

Booth and Rowlinson use a quasi-chemical treatment and, adjusting 

their parameters to reproduce the experimental transition temper¬ 

ature , get a somewhat better value for the discontinuity in the heat 

capacity than the uncorrected quasi-chemical treatment does. 

It is worth noting that this method can readily be applied to 

alloys where if is desirable to consider the atoms other than in 

pairs; e.g., AuCu-j can be treated by considering a tetrahedral 

group of four sites, one from each sublattice. 

Is R. Cahn - Unpublished Notes. Also treated in James - X-Ray 
Crystallography. 

2s W.L. Bragg and E.C. Williamss Proc. Roy. Soc., A145. 699. 
3s W.L. Bragg and E.C. Williams, op.cit. 
4s Appendix C 
5s 11. Bethes Proc. Roy. Soc., A150. 552. 
6s Booth and Rowlinson, cp.cit. 
7s T. Hills Introduction to Statistical Mechanics, Addison 

Wesley, 1960. 



APPENDIX B 

THE mmE cmw METHOD 

Consider a system opacified by a set of parameters which will 

bo denoted by a vector jg. Assure that there are U pooolble values 

for 5.. If it is desired to form the average value of some property 

g(S) for the system, one needs the probability of finding the system 

in a state S» which may bo designated by U(S). Having this, one 

can form w 

A Markov Chain will be considered to consist of H possible con¬ 

figurations of the system, ordered in some fashion and indexed by 

t.. The tth configuration in the chain will bo the state correspond¬ 

ing to the j^th value of S, since it is clearly possible to order 

the possible values of 3 and index them with j. 

If 15^ denotes the number of states in the chain corresponding 

to the jth vluo of S, one con defino: 

The question HOT arises: is it possible to add more and more 

states to the chain in such a fashion that, as the number of states 

4M» 

in the chain increases indefinitely, G(M) approaches g? 

GM* 
N 



If one considers a large assembly of chains, each of N states, 

one can define for each state: 

v/J 

G(U)=^ 
fj (u) ' 

U»J (v) 

N 
j - I 

If the fj are considered as the components of a W-dimensional 

vector F, the projections of F on the coordinate axes of this space 

v/ill be the f., if the axes are taken as the g., which are obviously 
J 

a basis for the space in question. Let the metric in this space be 

defined such that: ^ 

iir-f'w - 
J-i 

u) 

One can now give a definition: By F-^A, where A = / a.g., 

jT, 3 3 

is meant that: 

b* IIJF-All ~o 

Attention will nox7 be restricted to a particular sort of Markov 

chain: The first state in the chain will be one of the permissible 

states of the system, and the probability of observing a particular 

state of the system at the k+1 th step will depend solely on the con¬ 

figuration at the lcth step. A process will be developed for choos¬ 

ing the state at the k+lth step from the state at the kth step such 

that as more and more steps are added to the chain, F(N) will con- 
A/ 

verge to a vector whose projections on the axes will be the same as 

the weighting factors in the original averaging. 



Consider for the present a large assembly of chains of fixed 

length, and try to calculate the average value of same for ail 

states in this assembly, for fixed H. The probability of getting 

the chain J3 -. • stac£inS with & given Jp is Pjjj2 ' 

p^2^3'* * * where P4j, is the probability that the configur¬ 

ation corresponding to state i will be followed in the chain by the 

configuration corresponding to state k; this is assumed to have a 

given constant value. 

Then one can write, for the ensemble average, 

w 

•• ^ pO, i j2 * • JV)-f; 

J
AT 

1 

U1 

I’ll 
J,-> V 

where ~ 

P . 
V, V 

Further . h • 7T L S°^ 
-t si 

Hence one con write: 

How consider the Pj^ as the elements of a IMJ matrix P, and 

V V 
let P a (P) , where multiplication is defined by the ordinary 

matrix-multiplication rules. It is apparent that, since after any 



number of steps the system must be in song state, one can write: 

One can also use the matrices to rewrite the expression for the 

Now consider the limiting process in which the chain length 

approaches infinity. Since there is a unique ensemble average, 

all dependence of the initial state must be lost; i.e., the ex¬ 

pression above must hold for all 

In the W-dimensional space there is a vector U, and operators 

corresponding to the various powers of P. Consider the set Xj, the 

eigenvalues of P, and v, the left eigenvectors. The left eigen¬ 

vectors are a basis for the space* and any vector in W can be 

represented by a linear combination of them. 

average of £*: N 

t = i it=l 

In particular this holds for the vector II.-. *= P. _ 
•>1 

P 

It will be assumed that R. 
J1 

L 



Consider Che expression for derived above: 

•t ®2- 
This is equivalent to: 

N 

F* Tb_ 
Consider also the vector 

>*-2. 

L^p 

RJt. ?=2L
C
^

K
'
F = XKV/K 

lr»i 1 
- u) 

It is apparent that . p -\K 

»C*i 

Now one nay inquire what happens as . Clearly, for 

2 

XJ5<1» F will tend to the null vector. Further, it can be shown 

that, for properly normalized probabilities, X ^1. For \ =* 1, 

F-^C£VI, from which it appears that the result will depend on the 

choice of initial state. 
U# Ui 

To see that this is not so, consider r»... zz-x. 
.-I Jii fr,T?r, « ki 

Since this is a finite sum, it may be rearranged at will. Rearrange 

it to 22 2~ v. ,. It can be readily established that 22 v. . = 0 

for all v except that corresponding to \jc = 1. 

VK • Ps \« . X«ViO- = 2HV<> 
j* 1 

■ ttv-■ L-*>U, • ? 
i^l L— 4- 

;• -I J* • 

lA) 

Therefore either 5t|c « 1 or £ « 0. If the vector for 
Ul j*\ J ui J~\ 

k » 1 i® chosen such that /i?,. » 1» one can conclude that 

z>u r v^ = Cj o 1, BO the. initial configuration really does 
Kit i*i 

not determine the final result. 



Thus one may conclude chat it is necessary to select a matrix 

of transition probabilities such that it has one eigenvalue of 1, 

all the other eigenvlues being less, and such that all the eigen¬ 

vectors are independent. 

3 
It can be shown that a sufficient condition to ensure the 

satisfaction of the above conditions is that U^PJJ a ^jpji ^or 

i, j. It is, of course, necessary to select a method of extending 

the chains so that all the states in the ensemble can be sampled; 

that is equivalent to saying the Monte Carlo game must be ernodic. 

1: J. Douglas, Jr.: Unpublished lecture notes. 
2: J. Doob: Stochastic Processes, J. Wiley, New York, 1953. 
3: W. Wood, P. Parker: J. Chetn. Phys.. 27 , 720 (1957). 



APPENDIX C 

EXACT ISING SOLUTION OF A ONE-DIMENSIONAL LATTICE 

Consider a one-dimensional crystal containing two kinds of 

atoms, type 1 and type 2. Let the energy of interaction of a pair 

of atoms be identically sero unless they are nearest neighbors. 

Let a nearest-neighbor pair of atoms, both of type i, have inter¬ 

action energy E^, and let a mixed pair have the interaction 

energy Ej^. 

If the lattice has N|^ pairs of type 1 atoms nearest neighbor 

to one another, N22 pairs of type 2 atoms, and N^g mixed pairs, 

the total interaction energy of the system can be written: 

E = NJ^E-Q + 
H
22

E
22 

+ N
12

E
12* 

Since 2Nj^ + = 2N^ and 2Ug2 + ^12 = ^2* vtlQTe % is the 

number of atoms of type i, the energy can be written: 

E 3 ^ 11^22 JN12, wnere J — E^g " l/2(E^| + Egg^ * 

The Canonical ensemble partition function Q is given by: 

<a-zy* 
CoHrfS. 

This can be rewritten as a sum over N^g, letting be the 

number of configurations of the system corresponding to a given Ejg, 

since all these will mate equal contributions to the sum: 

'"r KT* r 



It io now desired to evaluate gCNj^). Suppose first of all 

that N is so large that one need not worry about the evenness or 

oddness of it. Consider the possible arrangements of the atoms be¬ 

ginning with a type 1. If the arrangement is thought of as a series 

of bunches of atoms of the sane type, separated by unlike-neighbor 

bonds, l/2(N^2 + l) of these will contain atoms of type 1. If 

K = l/2(H^2 + 1)> number of ways of arranging the type 1 atoms 

in these groupings is OVb! 

(N.-KIHK-O! 

The number of ways of arranging the typo 2 atoms in the other 

groupings is ( (V^. -))!■ 

(KJX-K).' (K-D! 

Accordingly, using the binomial notation, one can write: 

Where the factor 2 enters because of the possibility of start¬ 

ing the chain with either a type 1 or a type 2 atom. Accordingly, 

iV.z. 
As N becomes large, the partition function should become asymptot¬ 

ically equal to its largest term.'*' If is regarded as a con¬ 

tinuous variable, the derivative of the largest term with respect 

to it should equal zero; alternatively, since the largest term will 

clearly be nonvanishing, the derivative of the logarithm of the 

largest term should vanish. 



Thus, for the value of giving the largest term, 

ITT - sw^Vx-'/ 

Using Sterling's approximation, one can reduce this to 

"iVK M~k‘ 
= e 

T 
kr 

K-\ 

Neglecting unity in comparison to the large numbers, one gets 

for the numbers of different types of bonds corresponding to the 

largest term, 

N 
rf, N 

» * 

* 

r_ 
kr 

Here the asterisk denotes properties of the maximum-term state. 

It is now possible to write an asymptotic form for the partition 

function for a large system: 

tr 

o, = e — e 

This leads to: = fJt Bu + Mi + A/,jf T 
^ T" 

^12 can written: 

N 
,* 
12 o 
N 

i-V 

l- 13 

B - e 

Z T 
kr 

where 

Y= i-ai 



Likewise Cv can be obtained by taking a derivative: 

o, 

N 

f irX- li. L_ II1 T (,-*f »-* 3rJ 
Where 

is, 
ar 

-2T B H 
ar 

6 
3g 

3T* 

r 

1: T.H. Hill: Introduction to Statistical Mechanics, Addison 

Wesley, 1960. 



APPENDIX D 

THE EXPRESSION OF IN TERMS OF ENERGY AVERAGES 

Let i index the possible states of the system, and let 

be the energy of the ith state 

i 

-/ 

to. 



APPENDIX E 

Although these investigations have been carried out primarily 

co investigate the Question of whether the approximate treatment 

following Booth and Rowlinson would yield results consistent with 

an exact calculation in the one-dimensional case, an effort was made 

to select a potential corresponding to the physical parameters of a 

system of interest. 

If a potential function is to represent a real substance* there 

are certain restrictions on its the force must bo repulsive at small 

distances and attractive at large distances* leading to a minimum 

and a finite equilibrium separation; the potential must decrease 

3 
more rapidly with the separation r than r * since the cohesive energy 

must be finite; and all elastic constants must be positive. In 

addition, it c«m be shown* that > & is required for mechanical 

stability* whora and Cj^ are the elastic constants. Although, 

owing to the presence of Brillouin cone effects and the existence of 

many low-lying excited electronic states, the use of any two-body 

potential for the investigation of metallic systems is questionable, 

2 
Girifalco and Welter have investigated the elastic properties of 

pure metals using a Worse potential* of the form: 



The use of this potential function# with the parameters chosen 

to give the experimental elastic constants# seems to reproduce the 

mechanical behavior of a number of monovalent metals over a fairly 

fies all the conditions stated for an acceptable function. It is 

apparent that -D is the binding energy and aQ the equilibrium sep¬ 

aration . 

In the present problem the masses of the particles were taken 

equal to the masses of Cu (type 1) and Ag (type 2) atoms; the 

potential functions for like neighbors were chosen to be those found 
•3 

by Girifalco and Ueizer altered so aQ => 3x10 cm. for all potentials 

those for unlike pairs were chosen to be reasonable intermediate 

values* with the binding energy so selected that there was a tendency 

to ordering. The reason for the selection of this particular system 

instead of a more familiar one (e.g.* GuAu) was the nearness of the 

ratio of the masses to 2.0* as this seems to be a mass-ratio that 
4 has been studied more than others. 

In any event, the Morse potentials for the system can be ex¬ 

pressed for small displacements in a Xaylor series about r = a0: 

For the purposes of this problem it is necessary to have this 

3 
wide range of pressure. It can bo shown that this function satis 

CO in the form 



AO do this, one must write 

( r-a.) = (r0^a) ( 1 " 

« Kj ( .)*/-/ 

IY-*)K - &)**-* 
U 

■t » l 

lienee TO Ji. 

. y aU-O'li^) ) JiL-(-,)*(£)* 
\j(r)- / ^T- W, / «M! 

TTT **• 

Or; 
OO K 

v W= 
JrV 

^(-r (-)«(tf 

K = 0 t =0 

In this particular problem the Saylor aeries about r o aQ is 

truncated after Che second term, and the expansion in r can bo written 

V (*) 5 K ■+ &i i. + ^ c^r 
Thus# If for each of the three potentials in the problem for (11) 5 

(12), and (22) pairs, one lets 

**• one has the 

problem reduced to the form in which it is treated in the section on 

the exact one-dimensional solution. Since fj, l<*> is of the form 

A*'| + Ag* + A^r^, its Laplace transform is readily evaluated: 



* I 



In the particular case under consideration, the lower limit in 

the last integral is negative for all reasonable pressures; hence 

this expression can be rewritten 1^ = • (1 + erf Ufcjl) » 

uhcre _ WfiW-'sT - fs"! K 
Z^FF

1 

_ Sir f\u 

Ta * - 

The parameters found by Girifalco and Weizer are: 

D(ev) >
o

 
1 ro<A) Mol.Wt. 

Cu .3429 1.3588 2.866 63.54 

Ag .3323 1.3690 3.115 107.88 

This then allows the definition of the following 

2_ = e 1.000 .980 .969 
DCu 

* = °L 1.000 1.005 1.010 

Pair type Cu-Cu Cu-Ag Ag-Ag 

The intermediate numbers are, of course, estimates which were 

chosen in an effort to synthesize the actual behavior of the system. 

As a first-order guess, it seemed reasonable that the curvature of 



the Cu-Ag potential should be roughly halfway between those of the 

pure metals. The choice if the configurational interaction was 

governed by the determination to put in a slight configurational 

ordering tendency. 

The equations used to actually calculate the exact results were 

x'.jS Kj.sl. 

T..= T);-*TyS K,J= Ky •/« ■ '° 

The values of the parameters found at thirty degrees are: 

J11 " 
-14.6500 C

H
 

tO
 I! -14.5668 J^2 = -14.5293 

Ju- 

1.0238xl0*9 .2 
J12 “ 

1,0288xl0*9 J22 = 1.0322x10* 

*1185 7.0915xl0*4 

^
0

 
to

 II 5.6604x10*4 K22 = 3.9647x10*' 

KU = K 

2 

l12 * 
K22 " -1* 

3026x10 -8 

IC 11 
4.5515xl0*19 K^2 a 4.5997xl0*19 K* = 4.6270xl0*19 

At three hundred degrees: 

J11 = 

Jll = 

K° - K11 ' 

1 
K: 

K: 

11 

2 
11 

-4.6341 J12 = “4,609° J22 * -4'5939 

3.238x10"9 « 3.255xl0*9 

12 
B 3.265x10* 

22 

2.0808x10"8 K8 = 2.0443xl0*8 

12 
K

8
 B 2.0224x10 

22 

KU * K22 - 1 .3026x10"8 

4.5515xl0*18 
lC12 = 4‘5997k10"18 B 4.6270x10 

22 



At nine hundred degrees 

J*L a -2.6752 

a 5.6Q7»10~9 

KJJ a 1.5236:<10*8 

K11 “ lC12 " K22 = 

R?« = 1.3652xl0"1 

jJ2 » -2.6607 I] C
M
 

C
M
 

Jj2 a 5.638::lo"
9 4- 

I<J2 a 1.5239xl0"8 4 ’ 

L.3Q26xl0"8 

K^2 « 1.3799xl0"17 4“ 

-2.6530 

5.654J:10“
9 

1.5213x10"® 

1.38S2xlo"1 

1: M. Bom: Proc. Camb. Phil. Soc., 36. 160 (1940). 

2: L. Girifaico and II. Reiser: Phys. Rev., 114. 6S7 (1959). 

3: ibid. 
4: G. Reiss and A. Maradudin, op.cit. 
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